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UNIT 10

UNIT 10 - TELEVISION AND SOCIAL MEDIA

A Match the pictures with the types of TV 
programmes in the box below. 

B Fill in the blanks with the words in the 
boxes.

C Match the words to make phrases.

D Choose the correct options to complete 
the sentences.

a. sports programme b. reality show
c. sitcom d. cookery programme
e. talk show f.  game show
g. soap opera h. documentary

1. ……………………… theft happens when someone 
steals your personal information to commit 
crimes.

2. The villagers have decided to ……………………… 
money to build a small school for the children.

3. The invention of the telephone made it possible 
to ……………………… with people far away.

4. She didn’t mean to ……………………… her teacher 
during the lesson, but she really needed to use 
the bathroom.

5. In an effort to impress his parents, Arda tried 
to ……………………… his skills and talent in the 
football game.

6. My parents limit my television time because 
they don’t want it to ……………………… my study 
habits in a negative way.

1. A: I think scientists will build a time-travel   
 machine in five years.

 B: ---- Technology is not that advanced yet.

 a) I couldn’t agree more.
 b) You have a point there.
 c) I don’t agree with you.

2.  A: In my opinion, robots will effectively   
 communicate with us in the future.

 B: ---- Scientist are working on making them   
 perfect.

 a) Absolutely!
 b) I would say the exact opposite.
 c) That’s not always the case.

3.  A: I don’t think I will be a successful doctor in the  
 future. I am starting to lose hope.

 B: ---- I think you are so smart, and you will   
 be a brilliant young doctor.

 a) I would say the exact opposite.
 b) No doubt about it.
 c) You have a point there.

4.  A: Some people believe that we will check our  
 emails with contact lenses in ten years.

 B: ---- It seems impossible to me.

 a) I agree with them.
 b) I’m not so sure about it.
 c) Absolutely!
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G For questions 1-4, choose the best option 
to fill in the blanks.E Fill in the blanks with will or won’t and 

the verbs in brackets.

F Complete the dialogue with the sentences 
in the boxes.

1. People answer some questions and compete 
with others using their knowledge to win a 
prize in a ----.

 A) game show  B) documentary
 C) cookery programme D) soap opera

2. People can learn interesting facts about 
animals, nature, history or space in a ----.

 A) talk show   B) sitcom
 C) documentary  D) reality show

3. ---- are amusing TV comedies about the lives 
of a group of people who know each other.

 A) Sport programmes  B) Reality shows
 C) Soap operas  D) Sitcoms

4. A: What do you think about social media? Do   
 you think it has any advantages?

 B: I think it has a lot of them. ---- is one of the  
 advantages of using social media.

 A) Creating addiction
 B) Identity theft
 C) Affecting concentration
 D) Getting in touch with friends

5.   I. What is your opinion about your future?   
 What will you be when you grow up?

  II. I mean, you should practice, but I never   
 see you do it.

 III. I think I will become a successful artist in the  
 future.

 IV. What do you mean by that?
  V. Well, I am not so sure about it.

 Order the sentences to make a meaningful 
dialogue.

 A) I - III - II - IV - V  B) I - III - V - IV - II
 C) V - IV - III - I - II  D) IV - V - I - III - II

1. I know she’s sick, but ………… she ………… (be) 
back in school tomorrow?

2. Olivia ………… (call) you back tonight, Sandra. 
You shouldn’t wait for her all night.

3. They ………… (reopen) the library as soon as the 
restoration process finishes.

4. ………… you ………… (travel) to Spain with your 
parents next summer?

5. In my opinion, mom ………… (let) you wear her 
dress when you go out because it is precious for 
her.

6. I believe scientists ………… (find) a cure for 
cancer in the near future. I am hopeful.

Aisha : I really enjoy spending time on social 
media. Watching videos on YouTube is my 
favorite. 1…………

Emma : 2………… I agree, it is fun. But we should be 
careful.

Aisha : Why do you think so?

Emma : Because spending too much time on social 
media can keep us away from our studies. 
And also, I think-

Aisha : 3………… But in my opinion, it depends on 
the person. If you can manage your time 
online, it won’t be a problem. 

Emma : 4………… Not everyone can manage their 
time online. You know, it is distracting. You 
don’t realize how much time you spend 
when you are on social media. 

Aisha : 5………… It can be really addictive.

Emma : 6………… I think everyone already knows 
this, and it is up to them to decide what 
they should do.

Aisha : You are right. People are responsible for 
managing their times online.

a. You have a point there.

e. Sorry to interrupt  
    that.b. What is your opinion?

c. I’m not so sure about it.

d. Let me think.

f. Anyway.
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A
1. h
2. a
3. g
4. b
5. f
6. c
7. d
8. e

 
B
1. Identity
2. raise
3. communicate
4. interrupt
5. show off
6. affect

C
1. f
2. d
3. g
4. e
5. b
6. h
7. c
8. a

D
1. c
2. a
3. a
4. b

E
1. will / be
2. won’t call
3. will reopen
4. Will / travel
5. won’t let
6. will find

F
1. b
2. d
3. e
4. c
5. a
6. f

G
1. A
2. C
3. D
4. D
5. B


